R&D Technician - Nimble Science
About Us
Come help us build our company! We are a Calgary based early-stage medical device start-up company focusing on
innovative development of technologies aimed to improve gastrointestinal health. The SIMBA™ capsule provides a
simple, low-cost way for in vivo sampling of the small intestine.
Role Summary
This is a hands-on position, supporting teams in testing and production – and presents a tremendous opportunity
to quickly gain skills and experience in the design and clinical testing of medical devices. This is a pivotal point in
the testing of our technology and we are exciting to welcome you to the team. Recruiting for part-time position
November 15th, 2021 to April 30th, 2022– with opportunity to extend to full time summer position.
Responsibility Snapshot
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hands on production of prototype devices
Manufacturing tasks under ISO 13485:2016 production line
Product receiving and inspection, inventory tracking
Conducting verification and validation testing in accordance with approved protocols
Clinical sample processing (specialized)
Data analysis and report writing

What You Bring to the Team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are currently pursuing a Bachelor, Masters or PhD in Engineering or Sciences
You enjoy and excel at hands on work
You are process oriented and diligent in your work
Accuracy may be your middle name
You are a self-starter, and can work independently under minimal supervision
You have always dreamed of this opportunity, and it is finally here
If you have previous manufacturing or assembly experience this would be an asset
You have superior written communication skills, and can produce detailed and informative reports
You possess a strong interest in technology commercialization
You take things as they come, and are interested in helping to build and form a company
Specialized microbiology position requires experience with common microbiology lab techniques (growing
cultures, plating etc.), PCR, and/or 16s sequencing.

What We Offer
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity to build your own schedule (combination of weekday, evenings and weekend)
Opportunity for growth
Experience in medical device development
Independent work environment
A formidable challenge

Application Process
Apply Quick – interviews can start immediately and will continue until the position is filled.
Apply directly with a Cover Letter stating your interest and how previous experience can help you quickly learn the
needed skills. Send cover letter and resume to info@nimblesci.com

